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Message from the Director...
Dear colleagues,
I am delighted to note that Sarooj
Construction Company (SCC) is moving
forward towards achieving its ultimate goal
of „Constructing Excellence.‟ The combination of mature and experienced managers
with highly qualified young professionals,
all driven by the company‟s core values, is
the reason for this success.
The government‟s strategic decision
to enhance expenditure on infrastructure
projects has given Omani contractors a
great opportunity to participate in the implementation of projects.
SCC should continue to proactively
face and manage the challenges encountered in the construction sector such as,
continually improving HSE performance,
developing and employing the national
workforce, and attracting and retaining talents.
With 2009 coming close to its end,
the Board of Directors fully supports the
SCC team in its endeavours to make 2010
another successful year for its employees
and their families as well as the company.

Simon Karam
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FORT JALALI REVETMENT (SC 28)

SUCCESSFULLY
COMPLETED WITHOUT
„LOST TIME INJURY‟

Under the leadership of Mr. Mike George (Project Director), Dr. Karim Karam (Project Manager) and Mr. Kunji
Mohammad (Site Manager), this challenging project was
successfully completed on the 31 st of August, 2009 without any Lost Time Injury. The construction team had to
surmount several challenges to carry out the works. Lifting and cutting 200T concrete blocks was one of them,
which required the use of an 800 T crane. The quasisunken blocks, had to be cleared from all sides to reduce
the lifting power needed for the lift. The same 800T
crane was used to place the blocks, cut them in half, and
be used as part of the toe structure for holding the revetment in place. Another challenge was the underwater
excavation for the toe and rock armour behind the
blocks. This was done in a record time using the dredger
„Ave Caesar‟, which sailed from Kuwait for this particular
purpose. A third challenge was the transport and placing
of 40T Accropode units, which were transported at night
through narrow passageways (900 units).

Ave Caesar

The concrete crest blocks whose top was at +12.50m
Chart Datum (CD) were cast in-situ using steel moulds.
The revetment is designed to withstand very high waves
and its stability under extremely severe conditions was
checked using a hydraulic model in W.R. Wallingford
Laboratories in the UK. Supervisors on site were Mr.
John Fernandes, Mr. Mohammad Al Hosni and Mr.
Mohammad Nazeer.
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MUTTRAH CORNICHE EXTENSION (SC18, 19, 34)
For those who have been in Oman for a long time
or for the recently landed tourist, the Muttrah
Corniche constitutes an evident attraction. On its
Western end, the fish market is the favourite destination for many residents and visitors. The
whole area in its vicinity was re-designed by Muscat Municipality to ease traffic, provide car parks
and more open space with a magnificent fountain
in the middle. SCC was awarded the three
phases of the project: the construction of a
curved quay wall with overhanging balconies, the
construction of a dual-carriageway linked to large
car parks and finally the fountain.

Road Works

Fountain Works

Mr. Elyas Rouhban and his team, particularly
supervisor Mr. Salim Howeiss, had to work under challenging conditions which were further
aggravated by congested traffic and by a very
tight construction program. An ice-making factory had to be moved out of the area, as well as
fishing boats and floating pontoons. Therefore,
many activities had to be done in parallel to
meet the target date. A new skiff beach was
constructed, the pontoon was relocated and
many services were diverted to allow the construction of the project.
SC 18 was completed on 31,August, 2008.
SC 19 was completed on 7 May, 2008 and SC
34 is currently under construction. The marine
structures were designed by Messrs WS Atkins.
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BARR-AL-JISSAH RESORT (SC 24)

In its vision of making Barr-Al-Jissah resort the prime resort for tourists and residents as well, the Shangri
-La management decided to extend its marina and its multi-function open-space areas to provide protection to its beaches and pristine natural sites without impacting the environment or the famous nesting and
hatching activities of its visiting sea turtles.
SCC was selected to carry out the works which comprised of upgrading and extending the main marina
breakwater, the construction of a new revetment, which will be used for further residential development,
the construction of a quay wall for the purpose of re-fuelling leisure boats, and the construction of a new
beach near the diving centre.
The turtle beach was extended and a magnificent new area directly overlooking the sea will be used for
open receptions and special events. The rocks used as armour stones were brought in by land and the
main protection consists of core-lock units, which were cast and placed with technical support from CLI.
A special beach favoured by the turtles was preserved and upgraded to keep attracting these lovely creatures.
At Sunset Beach, a sea protection was integrated with the surrounding nature, causing minimum impact
on the environment. Two sea fingers (stone jetties) were built to stop the erosion of the beaches and to
minimize massive movements of sand.
The project was headed by Mr. Jihad Abu Hilal.
c
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ENTREPRISE OVERVIEW / DEPARTMENTS
The new challenges resulting from SCC‟s remarkable growth over the past three years has stimulated the company to continuously organize its enterprises in a more modern and efficient manner
in order to provide adequate back-up and support for its projects. In this issue we highlight the role
of two departments:

Human Resources and Administration Department
This department is concerned with attracting and retaining talents as per the needs of the projects. SCC considers its staff and workforce as its ultimate asset and the essence of its existence. The Management is committed to their safety and welfare, development and promotion,
job satisfaction, empowerment to unleash their skills and creativity, and to creating a strong
feeling of belonging.
The department is also concerned with the flow of information, efficient use of Information
Technology and modern methods, promoting and marketing SCC‟s services and image, involvement in social events, relationship with local authorities, insurance, and housekeeping.

Our HR and Administration Staff
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Plant Department

ENTREPRISE OVERVIEW / DEPARTMENTS

Considering the nature of SCC‟s contracts and projects, intensive use of plant, machineries and
vehicles is required, thus highlighting the vital role of this department. The following is expected
from the Plant Department:


To provide the Project Managers with safe, reliable and modern equipment, operated by licensed professionals, at competitive prices



To advise the Management on plant purchases and new acquisitions



To ensure quick repairs in case of breakdowns



To develop, implement and maintain a rigid preventative maintenance plan for all units of plant



To develop and maintain a good company image by standardizing a distinct identity for all
plant and machinery, making sure they remain in good shape, by training drivers and operators to behave politely and conform to safety and comply with rules and regulations
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EMPLOYEE PORTRAITS

Mr. Mansour El-Akouri - Construction Manager
Mr. Mansour El-Akouri graduated from Ecole Polytechnique Federale De Lausanne, Switzerland with a Masters
of Sciences in Civil Engineering. He began his career in
Geneva then Lebanon and Canada, after which he continued his professional journey across the Middle East, landing various projects in Lebanon UAE and Oman. In 2008,
Mr. Mansour joined SCC as the Construction Manager.
Having great experience in the planning and execution of
marine, road and infrastructure works, he confidently took
charge of SCC‟s various projects, the most challenging of
which include, the Construction of Wadi Sahna Dam in
Wilayat Madha, the Fort Jalali Revetment - Muscat Palace
and Specialist Water Works in The Wave, Muscat. He is
also involved in the pioneering environmental project in
Oman – The Nimr Water Treatment Plant.

Dr. Karim Karam - Projects Manager
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Dr. Karim Karam brings experience in consulting and contracting engineering to SCC. He serves as a technical advisor, and has been involved in several of the company‟s
landmark projects, including the border delineation project
between Oman and the UAE, and the Fort Jalali Revetment project.
Prior to joining SCC, Dr. Karim taught undergraduate and
graduate level courses for several years at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Boston. He worked
as a part time consultant for governmental agencies in the
United States and Europe, including NASA and the Swiss
Transportation Department, as well as for private practices
across the United States. He is the author of several published scientific articles, and his work has been presented
in various conferences.
Dr. Karim holds a PhD in Risk Assessment in Civil Engineering, and a Masters of Science in Civil and Environmental Engineering, both from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. He also holds Bachelors and Masters of
Engineering degrees in Civil and Environmental Engineering from the Imperial College of Science, Technology and
Medicine in London.
On top of his impressive academic and professional record, Dr. Karim is also a connoisseur and authority on
cowboy boots.

SAROOJ NEWS


“ Mr. Marc Brijs has joined SCC as a Project Manager for SC-38 - Nimr Water Treatment Plant”



“Mr. A.J. Francis was appointed as Project Manager for SC-25 & SC-44. Mr. Francis has a long
experience in dealing with Petroleum Development Oman (PDO), who is our client”



“Our General Manager, Jad Karam, has unofficially announced his engagement to Miss Deema Al
Hassan, a bright and beautiful Lebanese Engineer”



“Mr. Hadi Kahil, Financial Controller, successfully completed a course in Cost Consultant/ Cost
Engineering Certification in Dubai”



“ Mr. El Massery, Light Duty Driver, was selected as the Employee of Month in the Plant Department, for the month of November”



“Mr. Rajansinh Patel was selected as the HSE Best Safety Man”



“Mr. Ateeq Muhammad was selected as the HSE Best Safety Man for the month of October,
2009”



“Mr. Arjunan Madhavan was selected as the HSE Best Safety Man for the month of November,
2009”



Mr. Khalid Khalfan Al Hosni was selected as Best Supervisor in HSE for the month of December,
2009”



“Miss Nesrine Bouchoucha has joined the HR & Administration Department as the Administration
Manager”



“Miss Nishi Vijay has joined the HR & Administration Department as the Marketing Officer”

HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT (HSE)
SCC is highly committed to Health, Safety and the Environment and is continuously working on
strengthening its HSE culture through training, awareness and workshops. The results for 2009 satisfactorily show , 2,614,000 man hours LTI free (without injury). SCC is proud to continue its goal of
building a strong HSE department and implementing HSE related training programs, activities and
promotions at all levels of the company.
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ONGOING PROJECTS

“Fast Ferry Facilities at
Khasab” (SC - 40)

The Ministry of Transport and Communication required the construction of the International Fast Ferry Port that will connect the
two sections of Oman.
Consultant: Turner, WS Atkins

“The Wave - Muscat Project”
(SC - 32)

SCC and SNE of Lebanon have formed a joint
venture to carry out the marine works on this
high profile residential and tourist project. The
works involve the construction of 2km of reef
breakwater, marina, and quay wall to hold reclaimed areas.
Consultant: Turner, WS Atkins
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ONGOING PROJECTS

“Construction of Wadi Sahna
Dam - Wilayat Madha”
(SC - 29)

The Ministry of Regional Municipalities, Environment and Water
Resources required the construction
of a recharge dam in Wilayat Madha
of the Governorate of Musandam.
Consultant: Renardet

“The Nimr Water Treatment
Plant Project”
(SC - 38)

As part of the heightened awareness towards „green‟ solutions in the oil & gas industry, this project involves all the heavy
civil works in the reed farms construction
for PDO. The works involve the production
of ~ 1,000,000 m³ of clay over a period of
15 months. In addition to cutting and leveling of an area of some 6 million m²
Client: Petroleum Development Oman
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CONSTRUCTING
EXCELLENCE

Sarooj Construction Company LLC ● P.O.Box 1413, Postal Code 112 ● Ruwi, Sultanate of Oman.

Telephone: (+968) 24 596001 ● Fax: (+968) 24 596011 ● Mobile: (+968) 95328698
www.saroojconstruction.com ● info@saroojconstruction.com

